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COMMUTATIVE BANACH ALGEBRAS WHICH SATISFY

A BOCHNER-SCHOENBERG-EBERLEIN-TYPE THEOREM

SIN-EI TAKAHASI AND OSAMU HATORI

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Dedicated to Professor Junzo Wada

Abstract. A class of commutative Banach algebras which satisfy a Bochner-

Schoenberg-Eberlein-type inequality is introduced. Commutative C*-algebras,

the disk algebra and the Hardy algebra on the open disk are examples.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study commutative Banach algebras satisfying a Bochner-

Schoenberg-Eberlein-type theorem. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group.

Let G~ denote the dual group of G and M(G) denote the measure algebra of

G as usual. The algebra of all bounded continuous complex-valued functions

on G~ will be denoted by C (G~) and the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p

in M(G) by yT. A theorem of Bochner-Schoenberg-Eberlein for the group

algebra L (G) states the following (cf. [10]):

Theorem (Bochner-Schoenberg-Eberlein). Let o be a function in Cb(G~) and

ß be a positive real number. The following are equivalent:

(i)  There exists p in M(G) which satisfies o = p~ and \\p\\ < ß .

(ii) For every finite number of complex numbers cx, ... , cn and the same

number of y, , ... , y   in G~ the inequality
1 n

J2e¡°W
1=1

<ß

n

;'=1 L°°(G)

holds.

Let A be a (not necessary unital) commutative Banach algebra without order

(i.e. which has no nonzero annihilators). A* denotes the dual space of A and

<$>A the carrier space of A . We denote by C((S>A) the algebra consisting of all

continuous complex-valued functions on Q>A and CBSE(<P4) by the set of all
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a in C(<t>A) which satisfy the following: there exists a positive real number ß

such that for every finite number of complex numbers cx , ... , cn and the same

number of tpx , ... , <pn in <$A the inequality

X>,ff(p«:
/•=i

<ß Í2cí<Pí
(=i

holds. Also for each a in CBSE(Q>A) we denote by ||er||BSE the infimum of

such ß. Then we can easily see that for each x e A, its Gelfand transform

x^ belongs to CBSE(Q>A) and Hx^H^ < ||x~||BSE. Here || H^ denotes the

supremum norm on O^ . Also we have the following:

Lemma 1.

(i) CBSE(<PA) is a subalgebra of C(&A).

(ii)  | ||BSE is a complete algebra norm on CBSE(Q>A).

(iii) CBSE(<&A) is semisimple.

Proof, (i) We can easily see that CBSE(<P4) is a linear subspace of C(®A).

Then we only show that the product of two functions in CBSE(Q>A) is another

one. To do this let er, , o2e CBSE(<S>A), cx, ... , cn be complex numbers and

tpx, ... , <pn e (¡>A . For any £ > 0, choose xx e A such that ||x, || < 1 and

¿c,-*i(P>;
i=\

<

A'

Y,Ci0l(<Pi)<Pi(X\
1=1

Moreover choose x2 e A such that ||x2|| < 1  and

£c<*í<*i)p¿
í=i

<

A"

YjW'xJvfa
(=1

+ e.

+ e.

Then we have
n

1=1

<

<

<

<

<

'2II BSE

'2NBSE

'2"BSE

'2IIBSE

'2HBSE

A"

/=!

'1"BSE

1IIBSE

+ e

= i
n

n

J2ciV¿xi)V
= 1

n

Y,ci*i(xl)9i(x2
1=1

n

Hc&i

i=\
+ £

A'

HI BSE

+ e \ +e

/=!
x,x2|| + e I + e
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Since ||x,x2|| < 1  and

\axa2 I BSE    - I^iIIbseII^I

e is arbitrary, it follows that axo2 e CBSE(<bA)

BSE •

and

(ii) Observe that | ||BSE is an algebra norm on CBSE(<S>A) by the same ar-

gument of the above proof. Then we only show that || ||BSE is complete. Sup-

pose that an e CBSE(<t>A)   (» = 1,2,   ..) and lim„ „^ \\an - oJBSE = 0.

(n, m — 1, 2, ...)
n, m—rco

mllBSEThen for each <p e®A,  \on(tp) - em(<p)\ < \\an - oi

and hence {on(cp)} converges to a complex number, say o(cp).  In this case,

we can see that  {on(<p)}  converges uniformly to a(cp)  on <$>A .   Therefore,

o  is a continuous function on  <P. .   Now let  c, c,   be complex num-

bers and cpx <p. e <E>..  For any e > 0, choose a number N such that

cr„ — cr,mllBSE < e for all zz, m > TV. Then we have

¿C,((7„(ç>/.)-<7m(ç»(.))
í=i

<\\a. 'mllBSE

k

i=l

< £

k

ECi^
(=1 A"

for all

that

m > N. Hence, by taking the limit with respect to m , we obtain

tlcM*i)-a(9iÏÏ
1=1

< £ Ec^;

for all n > N . This shows that o e CBSE(®A) and lim^^^ \\an - cr||BSE = 0 .

(iii) Observe that evaluations (at points of O^) are nonzero multiplicative

linear functionals and the only point in CBSE(Q>A) annihilated by all of them is

0. Then COCIi(<¡>4) is semisimple.   Q.E.D.
BSE1-

Remark. By the above argument, CBSE(0^) is a semisimple commutative

Banach algebra with respect to the BSE norm and contains A~ = {x~ : x e A} .

A multiplier F on A is the bounded linear operator on A into itself which

satisfies xFy = (Tx)y for every x and y in A. M (A) denotes the com-

mutative Banach algebra consisting of all multipliers on ^. It is well known

that F can be represented as a continuous complex-valued function r on

O^ (cf. [7]). We denote M~(A) = {T" : T e M (A)}. Along these lines,

the preceding theorem of Bochner-Schoenberg-Eberlein for a locally compact

Abelian group is rewritten as M~(L (G)) = CBSE(0¿i
(G) '

since we know that

We will discussLT(G) = L'(G)  ,  (T = cp¿l(G)  and M(G) = M(L'(G))

commutative Banach algebras with such a condition. For this purpose we make

the following

Definition. We say that a commutative Banach algebra A without order is a

BSE-algebra if A satisfies the condition M~(A) = CBSE(<PA).

Remark. Precisely speaking the theorem of Bochner-Schoenberg-Eberlein in

terms of BSE, we see that M~(A) = CBSE(®A) and ||F|| = ||F~||BSE for all Te

M (A) whenever A = L (G)   (G : locally compact Abelian group). However we
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see the following fact from Corollary 6 later on: if A is a BSE-algebra, then A

is semisimple if and only if there exist positive real numbers a and ß such that

<*\\T\\ < ||r I BSE < ß\\T\\ for all t e M (A). Of course L (G) is semisimple.

Therefore it seems reasonable to define BSE-algebras as in the above in view of

topological isomorphism.

2.  BSE-ALGEBRAS

Let C (<J>A) be the algebra of all bounded continuous complex-valued func-

tions on Q>A . Then CBSE(<t>A) is contained in C (Oa) and hence an arbitrary

BSE-algebra can have the following two types:

S C"(9A

(I) M~(A) = CB

(II) M~(A) = CBSE(*AJ * . ^A,

For example, the group algebra of a finite group is type I-BSE and the group

algebra of an infinite group is type II-BSE. In this section we show that a certain

type I-BSE-algebra is isomorphic to a commutative C* -algebra. We also show

that both the disk algebra and the classical Hardy algebra are type II-BSE.

Now we begin with the following

Lemma 2.  CnBSE(<P/1) = C (O^) if and only if there exists ß < oo such that for

any finite number of cx, ... , cneA and the same number of<px,...,cpne<í>A,

there exists x in A such that \\x\\ < ß and x~(çz,) = c, (i = \, ... , n). Here

A denotes the closed unit disk.

Proof. We first prove the "only if part.   Suppose that CBSE(<P.) = Cb(<&.).

Since the inequality \a\\    <'loo - I BSE holds for every o e CBSE(<f>A), it follows

from the open mapping theorem that there exists ß < ce such that

/?||cr||     for every a e C (<P

I BSE —

in AConsider a finite number of cx, ... , cn

in $.. Choose a function a in the unitand the same number of <px, ... , cpn

ball of C (®A) with o(cp¡) = c, for every i = I, ... , n . By Helly's theorem

(cf. [8]) there exists x e A such that ||x|| < ß + 1 and x"((p¡) = c, for

1 = 1,...,», since for any complex numbers ax,... , a , the inequalities

J2aici
i=i

¿ *,■*(«»,■)
i=i

<\a\ BSE X>^i
(=1 A'

ß\\°\ I>iPi
i=l

Í2aiVi
i=i

holds. We can prove the "if part in a similar calculation.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 3. A semisimple type I-BSE-algebra with a bounded approximate iden-

tity is isomorphic to a commutative C*-algebra and conversely.
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Proof. If A is isomorphic to a commutative C*-algebra, then A = C0(&A)

and hence M (A)" = C (<bA). So by the preceding lemma, A is type I-BSE.

Conversely let A be a semisimple type I-BSE-algebra with a bounded (say, by

ß < oo) approximate identity {ef} . Define xx by the relation ?x(y) = xy (ye

A), then the set / = {xx : x e A} is an ideal of M (A) which is isomorphic to A .

Note that >
c(«l = (l/Ik;IDIKII > (l/j»)||*e. •(WIWI,

so the operator norm on / is a complete norm. Therefore / is closed in

M (A). Also by the semisimplicity of A , the algebra homomorphism: F —► T~

of M (A) onto AT~(yi) is injective. Note also that ||7"~|loo - ßWTW for a11

F 6 A/(¿). Since ¿ is type I-BSE, M~(A) = Cb(<&A), so M(A) S* Cè(<E>^)

by the open mapping theorem. Consequently, I~ = {F~: F e 1} becomes a

commutative C*-algebra and I~ = A .   Q.E.D.

Problem 1. Does Theorem 2 hold without the assumption of a bounded approx-

imate identity?

Theorem 4.  (i)   CBSE(&A) equals the set of all o e C (<P^) for which there

exists a bounded net {xx} in A with lim xk(tp) = o(cp) for all cp e<&A.

(ii)   CBSE(<S>A) - C (Q>A) n (A**\&A), where A** denotes the second dual of

Proof, (i) Let a function a in C (<S>A) be such that there exist ß < oo and a net

{x¿} in A with ||xj| < /? for all k and limx^) = o(cp) for all ç> e <Í>A . To

show cr € CBSE(<P^), let c{, ... , cn be complex numbers in A and cpx, ... , <pn

be points in O^ . Then we have

Ißwifi.
¿=i

< x>i*r(p/)i=i
</»Ec^i

i=i

+

+

Hc,-{*r(?»i)-*(?>,■)}
(=1

Z)c/í-xr(í,í)-<7(í'«)}
(=1

Taking the limit with respect to k, we obtain cr e CBSE(Q>A). Conversely let

a e Cbse(Oa). Let A be the net consisting of all finite subsets of <P^ . Then

by Helly's theorem, for each e > 0 and k e A, there exists x = x(k, e) e A

such that ||x|| < ||cr||BSE + £ and x~(q>) = o(cp) for all <p e k. This shows that

limx(A, e) = a pointwise on <bA .

(ii) C (Q>A) n (A**\<&A) c CBSE(&A) is straightforward. To show the reverse

Then by (i), there exist ß < oo and a net {xA}inclusion, let cr e CBSF(<P

<bA . Let itin A with ||xj| < ß for all k and limx^) = o(tp) for all cp

be the natural embedding of A into /!**. Then there exists a subnet {x^} of

{x¿} and F e A** such that u^-lim^x^) = F . Therefore for each cp e $>A ,

o(<p) = \imxx>((p) = lim^(x^)(ç!») = F(cp),

so that a = F|<P,.   Q.E.D.
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Remarks. By the above proof, for each o e CBSE(0A),

IMIbse = xn^iß > 0: 3 a net {xA¡ c A with ||xj < ß    (VA),

\imxÀ(tp) = o(<p)    (Vtpe<S>A)}.

Also the algebra CBSE(Q>A) is closed in the following sense: If cr is a function

in C (OJ such that there exist ß < 00 and a net {ax} in CBSE(OJ with

HcrJI < ß for every k and \imox(cp) — o(q>) for every <p e Q>A , then cz must

be in CBSE(®A).

Definition. If {ex} is a bounded net in A satisfying the conditions \imcp(xek) =

cp(x) for every x e A and cp e <$>A , then we call it a bounded weak approximate

identity of A in the sense of Jones-Lahr (cf. [2] or [6]).

Corollary 5. M~~(A) c CBSE(<f>A) if and only if A has a bounded weak approx-

imate identity in the sense of Jones-Lahr.

Proof. Since M~(A) contains the identity of C (<P^), the "only if part fol-

lows immediately from Theorem 4(i). To show the "if part, assume that A

has a bounded (say, by ß < 00) weak approximate identity {e^} in the sense

of Jones-Lahr. Let F be a multiplier on A . Then for any complex numbers

cx, ... , cn and the same number of <px, ... , <pn in <t>A ,

1=1

c,F~(çz,. <

¡=1

CiT~(ç>i)eî(9i) £c,F^,){l-<>>,)}
1=1

<\\Te,

<ß\\T\\

YLcii>i
1=1

¿c/*¡
1=1

+

+

£c,t~(p,.){i-<>;>,.)}
i=i

¿c,F>/){l -,,>,)}
1=1

Hence, by taking the limit with respect to k, we obtain

hence F~ e Cn

andIIbse^OT
bse(^)-   Q-ed-

Corollary 6. Let A be a BSE-algebra. Then A is semisimple if and only if there

IF' I BSE < 011711 forexist positive real numbers a and ß such that a\\T\\ <

all TeM(A).

Proof. Suppose that A is semisimple. Then the map:   F —♦ F~ is an algebra

isomorphism of M(A) onto CBSE(Q>A)   (= M~(A)). Also there exists ß < 00

such that II T I BSE < ß\\ T\\ for all F e M (A) as observed in the proof of the

I BSEpreceding corollary. Therefore we can find a < 00 such that c*||F|| < ||F

for all TeM(A) by the open mapping theorem. Suppose conversely that there

exist positive real numbers a and ß such that a||F|| < ||F~||BSE < ß\\T\\ for

all F g M (A). Let x e A be such that x~(tp) = 0 for all <p eQ>A. Note that

(tjc)~ = x^ = 0, so xx - 0 by the assumption. Then x = 0, since A has no

nonzero annihilators. In other words, A is semisimple.    Q.E.D.

Remark. The multiplier algebra of a semisimple BSE-algebra A is topologically

isomorphic to CBSE(OJ by the above corollary.
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Theorem 7. Both the disk algebra and the classical Hardy algebra are type II-

BSE.

Proof. Let A be either the disk algebra or the classical Hardy algebra and D

the open unit disk. We show that A = CBSElft>A). To do this let / e CBSE(<S>A).

By Theorem 4(i), there exist ß < oo and a net {/} in A with the index set

A such that ||/|| < ß for every k and \imf(z) = f(z) for every z e D. If

we can show that

(1) lim||/-/||K = 0

for all compact subset K of D, then we conclude by Morera's theorem that

/ e A . Here ||/||K = sup{|/(z)|: z e K} . Thus it only remains to show the

equality (1). It is trivial that in any compact Hausdorff space S a net which

has at most one cluster point must in fact converge. Now consider the closure

5 of the set {f: ke A} in the compact-convergence topology (denoted by cc)

of H(D). Since S is bounded, it is cc-compact by MontePs theorem. Since

cc-convergence implies pointwise convergence, every cc-cluster point of the net

{/}   cc-converges, necessarily to /.   Q.E.D.

3. Ideals and quotient algebras of BSE-algebras

In this section we will consider the following problem: Are closed ideals and

quotient algebras of BSE-algebras BSE? We will deal only with Banach algebras

with discrete carrier space.

When a closed ideal / of a commutative Banach algebra A is essential as

Banach ^-module, that is, / equals the closed linear span of {ax: a e A,

x e 1}, we will call / an essential ideal.

Theorem 8. Let A be a BSE-algebra with discrete carrier space and I an essen-

tial closed ideal of A . Then

(i) M~(A/I) = CBSE(<!>A/!).

(ii)  CBSE(0,) c M^(I).

In particular, if the quotient I : A of I (cf. [9] for definition) is contained in

I, then A j I is BSE. Also if I has a bounded weak approximate identity in the

sense of Jones-Lahr and has no nonzero annihilators, then I is BSE.

Proof, (i) Since A is BSE, it has a bounded weak approximate identity in the

sense of Jones-Lahr by Corollary 5. Then A/1 also has an approximate identity

in the sense of Jones-Lahr. Hence, by Corollary 5, we have that M~(AjI) c

CBSE(<P/|,/). To show the reverse inclusion, let o e CBSE(<P4//). Since both

<&A and <$>A/I are discrete, it follows from Theorem 4(ii) that

(2) C*se(*a) = S\*a

and

(3) CBSz(®A/!) = (A/ir\<t>,
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By (3) we can take F' e (A/I)** with F'\QA/I = a . Set Ix = {/ e A* : f\I =

0}. For each f el , define /* by the relation f(x') = f(x) (x' = x +1 €

A/I). The map: f —* f is an isometric isomorphism of / onto (A/I)* .

We define F by the relation 7'(f) = F'(f') (f e I±). Then^P e (F1)*

and hence there is F e A** such that ||F|| = ||F'|| and F|7 = F1 from the

Hahn-Banach extension theorem. By (2) and the BSE property of A, there

exists T e M(A) with F~ = F\<S>A . Since / is essential and T(xy) = xTy

for all x, y e A (for A has no nonzero annihilators), we see T(I) c / and

hence T' defined by T'(x') = (Fx)' (x e A) belongs to M (A/I). In this case

F'    = ct' . Actually for any x e A and <p e <3>A n I   ,

x~((p)T'~((p') = x'   ((p')T'   ((p') = (T'x')~(tp') = (Tx)'   (/)

= (Tx)~(cp) = x~(cp)T~(cp),

so that T'   = T"(cp) and hence

ct V) = FV) = ?(<?) = F(<p) = F» = F'^(çz').

Therefore ct' = F'   , since O^j = {<p' : cp eQ>AC\ I  } . We thus conclude that

ct' e M"(A/I). In other words, M"(A/I) D CBSE(<$A/¡).

(ii) Let co e CBSE(Q>j). Note that <P; = {tp\I: <p e ^>A\I±}, which is also

discrete (see [9, Theorem 3.1.18]). So a complex-valued function a on <£>A

defined by
' co(<p\l)   (peO^yr1)

^o (ve<i>Anlx)

belongs to CBSE(<t>A). In fact for every finite number of complex numbers

cx, ... , cn and the same number of tpx, ... , cpn in <Í>A , using £)' to denote

the summation over cp¡ e<¡>A\I   ,

a(cp)

£c/ff(?»/)

i=i

Ec,ct(^) £c,.<y(p.|/)

<llw|

=     CO

<\\co\

BSE

BSE

BSE

X>,.|/

;=1

Ecz^
i=i

so that ct G CBSE(<PJ . As A is BSE, take F e M (A) such that F~ = ct and

put 5 = F|7. Then 5 e M (I). Also for any x el and (» e í>/í\7± , we have

S~((p\I)x~(tp\I) = (SxHp|7) = (Fx)^(çz) = T~(<p)x~(cp)

= o(tp)x(tp\l) = co(tp\I)x~(tp\I).
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Then to = 5" e M~(I). In other words, CBSE(<P7) c M~(I).

In particular, if I: A c I then A/1 has no nonzero annihilators and hence it

is BSE by (i). Also if / has a bounded weak approximate identity in the sense

of Jones-Lahr, then CBSE(<P,) = Af~(<P7) by (ii) and Corollary 5. Therefore if

further / has no nonzero annihilators, then / is BSE.   Q.E.D.

Remark. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and / a closed ideal of A .

Then I: A c I either if A has an approximate identity or if / is modular. If

also A has a bounded weak approximate identity in the sense of Jones-Lahr

and / is kernel then / : A c /.

Corollary 9. Every quotient algebra of the group algebra on a compact Abelian

group is BSE.

Remark. We don't know if a closed ideal of the group algebra of an arbitrary

compact Abelian group has a bounded weak approximate identity in the sense

of Jones-Lahr.

4. Counterexamples

Let / be the commutative Banach algebra of all absolutely convergent se-

quences of complex numbers with pointwise multiplication. Then

/' =cbse(o/I)ímV) = c*(<p/1).

Therefore / is not BSE and does not have a bounded weak approximate iden-

tity in the sense of Jones-Lahr. Let N be the semigroup of all natural numbers

and L (N) be the semigroup algebra of N. We can show that M~(Ll(N)) is

not contained in CBSE(<PLi(N)). So L (N) is also not BSE and does not have

a bounded weak approximate identity in the sense of Jones-Lahr. However the

semigroup algebra on the semigroup of all positive real numbers possesses a

bounded weak approximate identity in the sense of Jones-Lahr (cf. [6]). In

spite of this fact we don't know whether this algebra is BSE or not.

We conclude this section with the following remark pointed out by K. Izuchi:

The measure algebra M(G) of a nondiscrete locally compact Abelian group G

is not BSE. In fact, let G" be the dual group of G and choose a measure p in

M(G) such that its Fourier-Stieltjes transform /i" vanishes at infinity and its

Gelfand transform pv is not identically zero on <&M[G)\G~ (cf. [1, 3 or 4]).

Next define / by / = pT on G" and / = 0 on <¡>M,G<\G~. We see easily

that / belongs to CBSE(<t>M{G)) but there does not exist a measure v in M(G)

with v   = f.

In [5] K. Izuchi gives many important examples and counterexamples of

BSE-algebras.
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